
THE LOONS

The Loons, La Mesa, California. K likes. The circle remains unbroken.

This should appeal to the hardcore devotees of '60s nuggets as well as to all the kids who could give a shit
about the Seeds and just want to rock Through indirection, therefore, Vanessa speaks of her own loss. These
folks' sound combines the best elements of garage rock with early s punk Really strong songwriting including
an ode to their favorite stretch of road in San Diego makes me Looney for this record! Sweeping majestically
between introspective musings of psychedelia and high-energy garage punk, the whole album has a stylistic
playing thread with the rhythm section locked into a monster groove and the guitars engaged in a lysergic
battle. Westport: Greenwood Press,  But the process is not entirely parasitic; in the telling, she also constructs
Piquette. An awe inspiring record of great depth I really did see her, for the first and only time in all the years
we had both lived in the same town. This double-headed taste of their forthcoming album suggests that needs
to change. For Piquette, the child Vanessa is a potential enemy, someone to guard oneself against. Chicago :
The University of Chicago Press,  This acquired comprehension allows the narrator to develop the expression
of failure once again, two pages further on, including, this time, more details about the possible expectations
of the father: Yet I felt no real warmth towards herâ€”I only felt that I ought to, because of that distant summer
and because my father had hoped she would be company for me, or perhaps that I would be for her, but it had
not happened that way. Stovel, Bruce. Her defiant face, momentarily, became unguarded and unmasked, and
in her eyes there was a terrifying hope. Laurence, Margaret. The Loons have impregnated their chosen idiom
with inbred originality and a lively imagination that rides roughshod over any borrowed vocal and
instrumental mannerisms - because, if the wilder aspects of Swinging 'Sixties pop played any part in
soundtracking your adolescence and beyond, the procurement of Red Dissolving Rays Of Light is a
recreational imperative. With strong melodies and well-crafted lyrics, tunes like the folk rocking "A Last
Goodbye," the lush popping "Summer's End" and the barnburning "Between Grey Slates" are just cool tracks,
nostalgia be damned. However, the birds also prefigure future lossâ€”the enduring presence of the loons is
endangered, as Vanessa tells Piquette: My dad says we should listen and try to remember how they sound,
because in a few years when more cottages are built at Diamond Lake and more people come in, the loons will
go away. Dreams cannot be shared, and cannot even be envisaged within the society of which Vanessa is a
part. In fact, they aren't even retro; this is a set of timeless rock 'n' roll, certainly defined by the
psyche-garage-freakbeat guitar tones, but not limited by them. Lots and lots and lots of cool genuine energy
The impossibly catchy "Between Grey Slates" sounds very much like Richard Hell very early in his career. It's
a terminally-cool and hip rock and roll sound In spite of the control of the adult narrator in the choice and
ordering of memory, there is no attempt to beautify the emotions of her childhood self. Yet they manage not to
sound revivalist, as the Loons' strengths are in the quality of musicianship and songwriting - two things that
never age. A Bird in the House  Ware, Tracy. Pawn your watches and rings if need be. Loons' warm and
classic sounds should find favor with a wide cross-section of listeners, and "Red Dissolving Rays Of Light" is
full of balmy Summer sunshine to these jaded ears. The songs are driven by some wonderful fuzzy overdriven
guitars and the rhythms always hit the target dead center Loons concoct a natural, organic, and human form of
music that favorably crosses strong songwriting with an air of regal garage rock recklessness and attitude.
Wounded, I stamped angrily away [â€¦]. The guitars of Chris Marsteller and Marc Schroeder are sharp and
incisive and have the right bend of pitch perfect tone and fuzzed up jangle to make you groove to the beat. I
did not want to see her.


